Smooth pursuit eye movements are used by primates to track moving objects. They are initiated 20 by sensory estimates of target speed represented in the middle temporal (MT) area of extrastriate 21 visual cortex and then supported by motor feedback to maintain steady-state eye speed at target 22 speed. Here, we show that reducing the coherence in a patch of dots for a tracking target 23 degrades the eye speed both at the initiation of pursuit and during steady-state tracking, when eye 24 speed reaches an asymptote well below target speed. The deficits are quantitatively different 25 between the motor-supported steady-state of pursuit and the sensory-driven initiation of pursuit, 26 suggesting separate mechanisms. The deficit in visually-guided pursuit initiation could not 27 explain the deficit in steady-state tracking. Pulses of target speed during steady-state tracking 28 revealed lower sensitivities to image motion across the retina for lower values of dot coherence.
Introduction
A critical component of cerebellar organization and function is integration of sensory 39 information about the environment with copies of motor commands to support sensory-motor 40 behavior (Huang et al., 2013) . Smooth pursuit eye movements are an example motor behavior 41 where the cerebellum integrates sensory and motor signals (Stone and Lisberger, 1990;  global motion, we retained the dot coherence used during location motion, and also moved the 121 invisible aperture at the speed selected for the trial. Global motion continued for a random 122 interval from 900 to 1500 ms before the trial ended with fixation of a stationary spot for 500 ms 123 to ensure completion of the entire trial. In select trials, stimulus parameters were perturbed 400 124 or 500 ms after the start of local motion with "speed pulses" or "coherence pulses" that had 125 durations of 300 ms. For speed pulses, the speed of stimulus motion was increased or decreased 126 by 1, 2, 4, or 8 deg/s. For coherence pulses, the dot coherence was raised or lowered while the 127 stimulus speed remained unchanged. Targets with different movement parameters, dot 128 coherences, and speed or coherence pulses were interleaved randomly. Trials were aborted if the 129 monkey's eyes strayed more than 4 degrees from stimulus position during the pursuit phase of 130 the trial. Upon successful completion of a trial, the monkey received a juice reward through a 131 sipper tube. is 100 ms after pursuit onset (Lisberger and Westbrook, 1985) , when the first visual feedback is 150 available about the results of initiating pursuit and the system starts to transition to steady-state 151 tracking. To quantify the response of the eye during the open-loop interval and during steady-152 state tracking, we averaged eye speed in windows from 0 to 75 ms and 400 to 475 ms after 153 pursuit onset, respectively. For analysis of the responses to speed or coherence pulses, peaks in 154 the eye jerk were used to demarcate when the eye started to respond to the change in stimulus.
155
For both speed and coherence pulses, we used the average eye acceleration over the first 75 ms 156 of the response to measure the response to the pulse. Acceleration values were corrected by
Results

161
One important feature of pursuit initiation is the delay of performance feedback. The time it 162 takes the change in image motion caused by the initiation of pursuit to be processed is about 100 163 ms from the time of eye motion onset (Lisberger and Westbrook, 1985) . We refer to this epoch 164 of pursuit initiation as the open-loop interval and we use it as a window into the sensory 165 processing driving pursuit. In contrast, steady-state tracking could use performance feedback but 166 does not because retinal image motion is negligible when tracking is perfect or almost perfect.
167
Instead, steady-state tracking seems to be supported by "eye velocity memory" that results from 168 positive feedback of a corollary discharge of motor commands (Lisberger, 2009 ). Because of the 169 different mechanisms involved in initiation versus steady-state pursuit, we study the two epochs 170 of the overall movement separately. We use average eye speeds in the intervals from 0 to 75 ms 171 and 400 and 475 ms after pursuit initiation to quantify pursuit initiation and steady-state tracking, 172 respectively.
173
Effects of dot coherence on pursuit initiation and steady-state 174
Across the initiation and steady-state of pursuit we saw graded decreases in eye speed as we 175 reduced dot coherence. The data in Figure 2 show the time course of average eye speed from one 176 day of pursing targets at 10 degree/s for each of two monkeys. We plot the same data in the left 177 and right columns using an expanded time base to show the details of the responses during 178 pursuit initiation (Figure 2A , C) and a contracted time-base to show the full responses, including 179 steady-state tracking ( Figure 2B , D). Eye speeds declined as a function of dot coherence as we 180 reduced dot coherence in 10% decrements from 100% to 0%, during both pursuit initiation (0 to 181 75 ms after pursuit onset) and steady-state tracking (400 to 475 ms after pursuit onset) in both 182 monkeys ( Figure 2E , F).
183
The effect of dot coherence on eye speed was quantitatively different for pursuit initiation and Previous research has shown that decreases in the contrast of moving targets decrease eye speeds 196 during pursuit initiation because of a reliability-weighted competition between sensory evidence 197 and a prior that targets move slowly or not at all, where weaker or less reliable evidence 198 decreases the gain of visuo-motor transmission (Darlington et al., 2018) . We asked whether the 199 same mechanism caused the effect of dot coherence on pursuit through an experimental design 200 similar to that used in the prior studies (Darlington et al., 2017 (Darlington et al., , 2018 Devaret et al., 2018) . We 201 measured the impact of priors created by blocks of mostly slow versus mostly fast target motions 202 as we measured the pursuit evoked by high versus low coherence targets. We created priors 203 through fast-or slow-context blocks that comprised 40 trials with target motion at 20 degree/s or 204 2 degree/s and 10 randomly-interleaved probe trials with target motion at 10 degree/s (right 205 column of Figure 4 ). The 10 probe trials included 5 at each of 100% and 10% dot coherence, 206 allowing comparisons to eye speed during control blocks that presented only probe trials with 207 these two values of dot coherence.
208
As expected for a reliability-weighted impact of sensory information, we saw larger effects of 209 context on the responses to lower coherence targets for pursuit initiation but only weak effects on 210 steady-state pursuit (Figure 4 ). The expanded time base records in Figure 4A show faster eye 211 speeds at the initiation of pursuit for the fast versus slow contexts (blue versus green traces), with 212 larger percentage effects for low coherence targets. The longer time base records in Figure 4B 213 show much smaller and less consistent effects on steady-state eye speed. To quantify the 214 initiation and steady-state of pursuit separately, we averaged eye speeds from 0 to 75 ms and 300 215 to 375 ms after pursuit onset, respectively (light pink shading in Figure 4A , B). Trials were only 216 500 ms in duration for these experiments so we used an earlier interval to quantify steady-state 217 pursuit. To avoid any single trial adaptation that might counteract the effect of context, we 218 analyzed only probe trials that followed a trial at the context speed in the context blocks and did 219 not analyze the first trial of control blocks following speed context blocks.
220
During pursuit initiation, context had a significant impact on eye speed for monkey X and R at 221 high coherence (paired-sample t-test p=0.0048 and p<0.0001) and low coherence (paired-sample 222 t-test p=0.0054 and p=0.0010). Regression of eye speeds at high and low coherence across 223 speed contexts also demonstrated that the line of slope one lay outside the 95% confidence 224 intervals for both monkeys during pursuit initiation. An N-way ANOVA supported a main effect 225 of context on eye speeds for pursuit initiation in both monkeys (p<0.0001 in each). Therefore, 226 context has stronger effects on pursuit eye speeds at low coherence than at high coherence during 227 pursuit initiation ( Figure 4C , D). Because context has a larger effect on the initiation of pursuit 228 for low versus high coherence targets, Figure 4 supports the idea that deficits in eye speed from 229 dot coherence result from a reliability-weighted competition between visual motion signals and 230 previous experience (Darlington et al., 2017 (Darlington et al., , 2018 , rather than from misrepresentations of target 231 speed. The data suggest that dot coherence, like contrast, affects the initiation of pursuit by 232 changing the reliability of visual motion signals leading to reductions in visual-motor gain.
233
Eye speeds relative to control during steady-state tracking did not depend significantly on 234 context for either high or low coherence dots (paired-sample t-test, p=0.0629 and p=0.1201 for 235 monkey X and p=0.4007 and p=0.4157 for monkey R respectively). Because context did not 236 consistently affect steady-state pursuit eye speeds, even for low coherence patches of dots, we 237 cannot conclude that dot coherence modulates steady-state eye speed through a reliability-238 weighted competition between visual motion signals and previous experience. This provides 239 additional evidence for separate mechanisms for modulation of the initiation versus steady-state 240 of pursuit.
241
Mechanisms of effects of dot coherence on pursuit 242 We begin our analysis of mechanism by verifying that the pursuit system remains engaged and 243 operates in a machine-like way during steady-state tracking at low and high values of dot 244 coherence. We document the machine-like behavior by measuring the eye speed response to 245 momentary changes in (1) target speed or (2) dot coherence. For example, when we introduced 246 changes in target speed, or speed pulses, during steady-state pursuit by either increasing or 247 decreasing target speed by several deg/s for 300 ms (Figures 5A, B ), we observed robust eye 248 speed responses to speed pulses. The responses quickly converged towards the eye speeds seen 249 in trials that used the same speed as each speed pulse throughout the trial for 100% coherence 250 ( Figure 5A ) and 10% coherence ( Figure 5B ). Therefore, the pursuit system still responds to 251 target speed exactly as it should, indicating that pursuit is still engaged even when dot coherence 252 is low.
253
When we introduced changes in target dot coherence, or coherence pulses, during steady-state 254 pursuit by either increasing or decreasing target coherence for 300 ms ( Figures 5C-F Armed with confidence that the pursuit system is operating like a machine, we can measure 263 directly how low dot coherences perturb the sensory sensitivity of the pursuit system by 264 presenting speed pulses of a range of amplitudes during steady-state tracking. We increased and 265 decreased target speed by increments of 1, 2, 4, and 8 degrees/s for 300 ms starting at 500 ms 266 from motion onset ( Figure 6A , pulses indicated by gray shading). In the example eye traces for 267 sets of speed pulses at 100% and 20% coherence ( Figures 6B, C) , the eye speed responses to the 268 speed pulses are considerably weaker, but still present, when the dot coherence is lower. 269 We estimated the sensitivity to image speed at each patch coherence by plotting eye acceleration Figures 6F and G) . It is noteworthy that sensitivity is weak but non-zero even 277 during poor steady-state tracking of targets with low dot coherences. The continued 278 responsiveness of the system to image motion supports the idea that the sensory pathway is still 279 active during poor steady-state pursuit, but eye speed is being pulled down by some other 280 mechanism.
281
To ask whether changes in dot coherence modulate the motor pathway independently of their 282 effect on the visual representation of motion, we presented changes in dot coherence during 283 steady-state pursuit. At 400 ms after motion onset with 100% coherence dots, we reduced the dot 284 coherence for the remainder of the trial ( Figure 7A ). The first 75 ms of the eye speed response to 285 the coherence change is the motor system's response to the reduced coherence in an interval 286 when the image motion driving the current eye movement was consistently near zero no matter 287 the final value of coherence. Example traces in Figure 7B show that decreases in dot coherence 288 caused a decrease in eye velocity, even though the eye had achieved accurate pursuit, with larger 289 drops for lower final values of coherence. We ascribe the decrease in eye speed to modulation of 290 signals in the motor pathways because image motion was always close to zero in the interval just 291 before the decrease in eye speed. For each dot coherence, the decrease in eye velocity was 292 followed by a rebound that we attribute to the visual motion created by the initial deceleration, 293 and finally by a trend towards a new steady-state.
294
Steady-state eye velocity eroded in proportion to decreases in dot coherence. We quantified the 295 effect of dot coherence independent of any changes in visual motor drive by plotting the 296 magnitude of the first 75 ms (interval indicated by pink shading in Figure 7B ) of eye deceleration 297 as a function of the dot coherence during the reduced coherence ( Figures 7C, D) . Monkey R 298 showed a steeper effect but both monkeys showed nonlinear increases in the amount of eye 299 deceleration as dot coherence decreased. The responses to coherence pulses are consistent with 300 the idea of a separate modulation for motor pathways and for sensory pathways, and conflict 301 with the possibility that a single change of sensitivity to visual motion accounts for all the effects 302 of dot coherence on pursuit eye movements.
303
A model with separate modulation of pursuit initiation and steady-state. 304 Our experiments demonstrated quantitatively different effects of dot coherence on the initiation 305 versus steady-state of pursuit eye movements. The difference in the effect on the two phases of 306 pursuit suggests separate modulation of the neural mechanisms for the two phases. To test this 307 conclusion quantitatively, we have introduced two sites of gain modulation into an existing 308 computational model of pursuit eye movements. 309 We developed a generative model rather than attempting to fit our data because our goal was a 310 test of plausibility of different model structures. We elected to modify the model of Churchland We used the data for monkey X from Figure 3B to define the values of g1 and g2 as a function of 329 dot coherence. By adjusting these values separately versus jointly, we created three models with 330 modulation of both gains ( Figure 8A ), modulation only of the gain of visual-motor transmission 331 ( Figure 8B) , and modulation only of the gain of eye velocity positive feedback ( Figure 8C ).
332
When we changed the value of g1 only, we saw deficits in pursuit initiation but steady-state eye 333 speed gradually increased throughout the target motion and eventually reached target speed when 334 we ran longer simulations ( Figure 8B ). When we modulated the value of g2 only, we observed 335 the expected deficits in steady-state tracking but essentially unaltered initiation of pursuit ( Figure   336 8C). When we modulated both g1 and g2, the simulations roughly recapitulate our data ( Figure   337 8A). We conclude that our model of pursuit requires separate modulation of the sensory and 338 motor streams to reproduce the relationships we observed in our data, supporting a conclusion of 339 two sites of gain modulation in the brain.
340
To perform our computational analysis, we used a phenomenological model that can roughly 341 map onto anatomical systems within the brain. We know that there are more biologically 342 constrained modeling strategies for pursuit that can also output biomimetic behavior. However, 343 we need to acquire biological data about the responses of neurons in MT and the floccular 344 complex as a function of dot coherence before we can evolve our model to be more biological.
346
Discussion 347 We have demonstrated that pursuit eye movements show machine-like effects of altering the 348 coherence within a patch of dots that is used as a pursuit target. The initiation of pursuit and Existing concepts about the organization of the neural circuit for pursuit suggest that visual 364 motion signals from extrastriate area MT are decoded to estimate target speed and provide a 365 command for eye acceleration at the initiation of pursuit (Newsome et al., 1985; Lisberger, 366 2010). Here, we construct a population response by estimating the response of each of many MT 367 neurons for a given target motion and then plot those responses as a function of each neuron's 368 preferred speed. Previous papers have shown that both the amplitude of the population response 369 and the preferred speed at the peak of the population response in MT contribute to decoding to 370 estimate target speed (Krekelberg et al., 2006; Darlington et al., 2018) . As target speed increases, 371 the peak of the population response shifts towards higher preferred speeds and eye acceleration 372 at the initiation of pursuit increases. However, as the contrast of the moving target is decreased at 373 a fixed target speed, the eye acceleration at the initiation of pursuit decreases (Lisberger and 374 Westbrook, 1985; Yang et al., 2012; Darlington et al., 2017) , even though the peak of the 375 population response shifts toward higher preferred speeds while the amplitude of the population 376 response decreases (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983; Priebe et al., 2003; Priebe and Lisberger, 377 2004; Krekelberg et al., 2006) . We anticipate that appropriately designed recordings from MT 378 will reveal that decreases in dot coherence at a given target speed reduce the amplitude of the 379 population response in MT, possibly without causing a shift in its peak. Thus, the effects of dot smaller, the gain of visual-motor transmission is reduced, and eye acceleration is lower at the 393 initiation of pursuit. 394 We suggest that the same neural mechanisms operate for dot coherence. We predict that lower 395 values of coherence in a moving dot patch will provide a less reliable motion signal, represented 396 by a smaller amplitude population response in MT, and will lead to lower values of visual-motor 397 gain and weaker eye acceleration in the initiation of pursuit. In this scenario, target speed is 398 estimated as the preferred speed at the peak of the MT population response, neural processing in 399 FEFSEM causes visual-motor gain to be responsive to the amplitude of the MT population 400 response, and the two combine to create a "decoder" that is sensitive to both the peak and 401 amplitude of the population response, as originally suggested by Krekelberg et al. (2006) . Existing concepts suggest that the neural mechanisms of steady-state pursuit are fundamentally 408 different from those of pursuit initiation. Because steady-state pursuit can be essentially perfect, 409 retinal image motion is eliminated and visual motion signals alone cannot maintain steady-state 410 tracking (Yasui and Young, 1975; Robinson et al., 1986) . Instead, considerable evidence 411 supports the conclusion that extra-retinal signals control steady-state tracking. Positive feedback 412 of corollary discharge related to eye velocity through the cerebellar floccular complex seems to 413 be a major contributor to steady-state tracking (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978; Stone and Lisberger, 414 1990), explaining how eye velocity can persist if the target is stabilized on the retina during 415 steady-state tracking (Morris and Lisberger, 1987; Lisberger et al., 1987) . The failure of steady-416 state eye speed to match target speed when dot coherence is reduced suggests an effect on the 417 gain of the positive feedback pathways. Two lines of evidence support this conclusion: (1) the 418 pursuit system remains sensitive to visual motion during steady-state tracking of low dot 419 coherences, implying that visual motion should be able to bring eye speed up to target speed, an 420 expectation that our computational model confirms; (2) a step reduction in dot coherence during 421 essentially perfect steady-state tracking causes a decrease in steady-state eye speed even though 422 image motion is unchanged. We conclude that decreases in motion reliability due to low dot 423 coherence alter the gain of the positive feedback of corollary discharge through floccular 424 Purkinje cells. To maintain pursuit at all, the residual sensitivity to visual motion must compete 425 with a tendency for steady-state eye speed to decline, leading to a stable asymptotic eye speed 426 that is lower than target speed. Perhaps the same gain-control mechanism contributes to the 427 results of Deravet et al. (2018) , where context had a larger effect on the eye speed at the 428 transition to steady-state pursuit than on the initiation of pursuit. Previous lesion studies in MST 429 (Komatsu and Wurtz, 1988) and FEFSEM (Gottlieb et al., 1994; Tian and Lynch, 1996) have 430 revealed the same conundrum -deficits in steady-state tracking even though visual feedback 431 seems to be intact -suggesting that these areas might have a role in controlling the gain of motor 432 mechanisms as well as of visual-motor transmission.
433
In conclusion, we developed a behavioral paradigm for investigating the mechanisms behind 
